H
L I G T T4T Makes a Roar in Washington D.C.
H
Every year, students, graduate students, faculty
advisors and T4T faculty travel to Washington D.C. to
meet with Congressional leaders about international
wildlife conservation issues. Our students are provided
with an opportunity to raise their voice to policy decision makers
to make a big impact for tiger conservation. Students gain a
new perspective on the role of the U.S.
government and are able to see the direct
results of their efforts.

HIG

Tigers for Tigers established a successful partnership
with the National Wildlife Refuge Association in 2013
to mobilize and empower youth for conservation
efforts. Through the Refuge Association, we have
been able to establish national partnerships, gain international
recognition and build national capacity. We are extremely thankful
for their support!

H
L I G T National Summit Unifies Students Across
H
the U.S.

We bring students together to collaborate, network
nationwide, and gain leadership-training experience with
top leaders in their field at our annual national summit. Past
summits have taken place at LSU (2015), University of Missouri (2014)
and Clemson University (2013), which has brought together over
100 students from several universities.
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Students Travel Across the World to See
Wild Tigers

Tigers for Tigers members traveled to India in January
2014 to see tigers in the wild and experience the country’s
rich culture and biodiversity. While in India, students
participated in a joint cultural exchange program with high-ranking
park officials, community members and local high-school students
with our partner Tiger Trust to discuss conservation related issues.

Join T4T Today

607.280.4331
t4tcoalition@gmail.com • www.t4tcoalition.org

HIG

@T4T_Coalition • #SaveOurMascot
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What we

The National Tigers for Tigers Coalition is an
organization focused on the survival of tigers
around the world. We embody the fighting
spirit of every tiger college in the nation and it is
our responsibility to save the future of our wild
mascot.

GO TIGERS!

Potential Through College Athletics

Tigers for Tigers has the potential to reach millions of tiger
fans across the nation within our stadiums. In Fall 2013,
Clemson University T4T designed a Jumbo-tron ad that
was shown to over 80,000 tiger fans in Memorial Stadium at all
five home games. RIT Tigers for Tigers hosted their silent hockey jersey
auction in Fall 2014 at their homecoming men’s hockey game in which
they produced a short clip on T4T that was shown to almost 11,000
people and raised over $6,000 for tiger conservation efforts.

the National Tigers for Tigers Coalition

here are 56 tiger mascot colleges and universities across the
country with approximately 450,000 enrolled students, with
the potential to reach millions of tiger fans! We amplify school
spirit to empower students and fans to save tigers! We ignite
the inner passion of individuals who want to make a difference for
our mascot, and encourage them to take action through enrichment
programs, advocacy, local fundraisers, campus activities and national
events. We are not only providing students with real world experiences
and opportunities that assist them in future careers, but also inspiring
them to become lifelong conservationists.
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Taylor Interns for the National T4T Coalition

After leading Tigers for Tigers to new heights, Taylor
Tench of Clemson University T4T landed an internship
with the coalition. His internship focused on building future
T4T leaders and promoting our work in Washington. Through
T4T, students build
a strong foundation
of professionalism,
communication skills and
project management.
Our broad network
of government and
NGO partners provides
opportunities for
career specific training
programs, internships
and leadership
development.
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